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iREX: Efficient automation architecture for the
deployment of inter-domain QoS policy

Ariffin Datuk Yahaya, Student Member, IEEE, and Tobias Harks, Student Member, IEEE,
and Tatsuya Suda, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The inter-domain Resource Exchange (iREX) archi-
tecture uses economic market mechanisms to automate the ad-hoc
negotiation and deployment of end to end inter-domain quality of
service policy among resource consumer and resource provider
Internet Service Providers.

In this paper, we explore iREX’s network load distribution
by comparing its performance to a lower bound for network
congestion in two ways. We first present an analytical model of
iREX in terms of an online algorithm and analyze its efficiency
via competitive analysis. Our main result shows that the efficiency
loss of iREX with respect to monetary cost is upper-bounded
by a factor of 8 K

2 K+1
, where K is the number of deployments,

provided affine linear price functions are used. When the price
functions are used to model congestion in the network, this result
implies upper bounds on the efficiency loss of iREX with respect
to network congestion.

We then complement the analytical model with a numerical
study using simulations. We compare the efficiency of the iREX
architecture with optimal solutions derived from unsplittable
and splittable multi-commodity flow optimization models. Our
numerical results show that for nominal to high traffic loads of
40% or more, iREX deviates a maximum of about 20% from
the lower bound, while the current method deviates a maximum
of 300%.

Index Terms—inter-domain; QoS policy; resource allocation
and management; network control by pricing; economics; online
optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANAGING an Internet domain’s policy to offer Quality
of Service (QoS) services to selected traffic flows is

an important networking research area. Presently, any number
of domain Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can create and
install policies to selectively support multiple traffic flows
with different QoS specifications within the domain(s) that
they control. However, because no single ISP controls all the
domains in the Internet, deploying end-to-end (E2E) inter-
domain (ID) QoS traffic flows (requirements) must involve
negotiating for, and propagating the policies to support the
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traffic flows’ QoS specifications (QoS policy) with transit ISP
domains.

Throughout this paper, we use the term resource as an
abstract ID QoS network transport service defining ownership
and transport responsibility starting from a domain’s ingress
border router, going through the domain and ending at a
neighboring domain’s ingress border router.

A. Inter-Domain QoS Policy Automation

Methods to automate inter-domain QoS deployment like
Bandwidth Brokers [1]–[4], MESCAL [5] and CADENUS
[6], [7] have been suggested. These methods assume that
some sort of business level document (e.g. the Service Level
Agreement (SLA) [8], [9]) has previously been manually
negotiated defining the expectations and responsibilities of
both resource consumer and resource provider domains. This
manual negotiation process is very slow taking time in the
order of days, making it impossible to negotiate for routes
according to current network state, which may change on the
order of seconds or minutes.

To overcome this manual negotiation problem, the cur-
rent approach has been either 1) to pre-negotiate for all
possible routes even if some (if not most) may never be used,
or 2) to pre-negotiate for specific routes and limit deployments
to those routes even if there may be others that could at times
be better. Our work focuses on a third approach, where there
is no pre-negotiation; instead, provider domains are allowed
to decide whether or not to make their resource available in
an ad-hoc manner, and consumer domains discover, select and
negotiate for currently available resources also in an ad-hoc
manner.

B. Automated Negotiation Issues

In order to fully automate E2E ID QoS policy nego-
tiations in an ad-hoc manner, in addition to automating the
deployment of a resource, domains must first be able to
discover, select and negotiate for currently available resources.
Since each domain’s network resource is owned and managed
by different ISPs, negotiating for a QoS policy across ID
borders is complicated by the inter-related non-technological
issues of “ownership” and “trust”. Resource provider domains
need to trust resource user domains to compensate them for
the resource contributed towards supporting an E2E ID QoS
policy, and resource user domains requiring deployment of ID
QoS policy need to trust resource provider domains to perform
as compensated. Competing autonomous domains would also
find it difficult to agree on which would actually be in charge
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of any central entity, therefore the discovery, selection and
negotiation process must be done in a fully distributed and
autonomic manner.

Additionally, depending on a domain’s connectivity
within the Internet and its proximity to available resources,
there may exist many potential choices of a resource that
could be included in an ID QoS policy deployment path.
These resources need to be chosen carefully with respect to
increasing the number of possible coexisting ID QoS policies
and also decreasing the overall congestion of the Internet.

C. Automated Policies with iREX

An automated method for negotiating and deploying E2E
ID QoS policy in an ad-hoc manner has been proposed by
Yahaya and Suda in the inter-domain Resource Exchange
architecture (iREX) [10], [11]. iREX is a fully distributed
architecture that empowers Internet domains to self-manage
E2E ID QoS policy by enabling an autonomic system based
on economics.

Precursors [10] and [11] to this paper have shown that
one of the benefits of the iREX architecture is that it enables an
increased number of coexisting ID QoS policies to be deployed
compared to the current method while still maintaining a
lower level of congestion. iREX achieves this lowering of
congestion by efficiently taking advantage of unused resources
along multiple routes for the same source-destination domain
pair. In [12], Yahaya, Harks and Suda explored the issue of
iREX’s efficiency further by addressing the question “how
does iREX’s performance compare to centralized optimal
solutions?”

In this paper, we detail and strengthen the work on the
efficiency of iREX with respect to congestion started in [12] by
incorporating an analytical analysis of the iREX architecture
based on an online multi-commodity routing model. In this
model, we prove upper bounds on the efficiency loss of
the iREX architecture for arbitrary demands and arbitrary
network topologies under the simplifying assumptions that: (i)
reservations are non-expiring, and (ii) capacity constraints are
inactive. Our measure of efficiency is defined with respect to
total monetary deployment cost and total network congestion.

D. Our Analytical Contributions

Using an analytical methodology, we prove upper bounds
on the efficiency loss of the iREX architecture for arbitrary
demands and arbitrary network topologies. Our main analyt-
ical results show that the iREX architecture’s efficiency loss:

• with respect to total deployment cost is not worse than
8 K

2 K+1 times the optimal offline solution, where K is the
number of demands, when non-decreasing affine price
functions are used.

• with respect to network congestion is not worse than
16 K

2 K+1 times the optimal offline solution, where K is
the number of demands, when price functions are non-
decreasing affine and congestion is modeled by the same
price function.

• with respect to network congestion is not worse than√
16 K

2 K+1 times the optimal offline solution, where K is

the number of demands, when price functions are linear
(p(x) = x) and congestion is measured by the L2-norm
of the vector of link loads.

E. Our Numerical Contributions

Since our analytical results are based on several simplify-
ing assumptions, we also empirically investigate the efficiency
of iREX with more realistic assumptions. Specifically, to
achieve our numerical results, we consider link capacities and
time windows for ID QoS demands, and allow for linear,
squared, cubed, and randomly chosen price functions. In this
setting, we compare time based snapshots of iREX network
congestion simulation results with numerically calculated
lower bounds specific to each snapshot.

Our main result with the numerical methodology shows
that even though in the iREX architecture demands are routed
selfishly and online (i.e. the chosen path is the cheapest
and future demands are not known until the time they are
routed), the efficiency loss (i.e. the percentage difference of the
congestion experienced between iREX and the lower bound)
is very low. The numerical results have partially appeared in
[12].

F. Paper Organization

The next section (II) will explain the details of the iREX
architecture. In Section III, we present bounds on the efficiency
loss of the iREX architecture together with details of our
assumptions. In Section IV, we complement the analytical
results with numerical analysis.

II. iREX ARCHITECTURE

The iREX architecture contains a broad set of resource
advertisement, reservation, and reputation score maintenance
protocols based on the “Posted Price Competition” economic
model, see Abbink and Brandts [13]. In this model, providers
independently choose prices that are publicly communicated to
consumers on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. In the ID QoS context,
domains are both resource providers and consumers at the
same time. While domains have ID QoS resources that they
can “sell”, they also need to “buy” resources to deploy their
own ID QoS requirements.

Domains that support the iREX protocols form a loose
community (iREX market) existing for the sole purpose of
trading in ID QoS network resources by registering offline
with a clearinghouse1 that acts as a bank to handle settle-
ments for resources bought and sold within the iREX market.
Members of the iREX market facilitate ID resource selection
by maintaining information about the desirability of resources
within the market, and by supporting the deployment of E2E
ID QoS policy.

A. iREX Domain Scenario

In iREX, each domain Di has its own retail market deal-
ing in microflows [14] with its domain users and a wholesale

1Details of this clearinghouse will not be covered in this paper.
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Fig. 1: iREX Domain Scenario

market dealing in aggregated jumbo flows [15] facilitated by
connecting to the Internet through n i domain neighbors which
in turn are also connected to nj domain neighbors and so on.
Fig. 1 illustrates this view with domain D1 having a retail
market with flat pre-set pricing within its own domain, and
dealing in the wholesale inter-domain (iREX) market with
domains D2 to Dn1 using market pricing.

Fig. 1 also illustrates how iREX fits into the IETF’s
Policy Based Network Management (PBNM) admission con-
trol architecture presented by Yavatkar et al. in [16]. Intra-
domain QoS policy deployment is done by the PBNM Policy
Server (PS) according to the respective domain’s management
practices without iREX. If the PS requires ID policies to be
deployed, it will communicate the requirements to the iREX-
capable ID Policy Server (iIDPS). The iIDPS then uses the
iREX reservation protocol to negotiate for and deploy the ID
QoS policy. If there are ID QoS policies from another domain
that require intra-domain routing either to transit or terminate
within the domain, the iIDPS will in turn communicate this to
the PS. iREX inter-domain signaling is facilitated by the iREX
agent in the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [17] router. BGP
routers will also have access to traffic meters similar to those
introduced by Brownlee et al. in [18] to enable flow policing
by a provider within a domain and meter reading by consumer
domains from outside the domain. iREX uses standard TCP
for signaling, so inter-domain messages between iIDPSs rely
on BGP routing.

While iIDPS in neighboring domains form connections
to each other, any iIDPS may directly send messages to
any other iIDPS. This capability is important due to the
“loose” assumptions of an iREX market where domains have
registered with a clearinghouse and agreed to use the iREX
protocols to participate in the market, but may yet to have
any other relationship. The iREX architecture allows each
consumer domain to create ad-hoc bilateral relationships with
each and every provider domain along its deployed ID QoS
path; thus

• empowering the source domain to directly make resource
selection decisions without a proxy,

• increasing transparency by making each provider domain

accountable directly to the source domain, and
• introducing new fault recovery possibilities where inter-

mediate domains may now suggest recovery solutions
directly to the source.

The iREX architecture’s “direct” nature is in contrast
with the use of proxies at ISP borders when using SLAs.
Provider domains that negotiate agreements using proxies
promise ID resources which are not under their direct control.
The use of proxies also weakens accountability and limits an
intermediate domain’s access to the source domain and vice
versa – an example of a problem this causes is when an ID
resource involved in a QoS policy fails and a new ID path to
the destination converges through the normal process of BGP;
in this case, there is no guarantee that ISPs along the newly
converged route (that were not along the initial route) will
honor the QoS policy negotiated for in the initial SLA.

B. Selling: iREX Path Vectors

iREX domains use “real” resource price in the form
of “monetary unit per time unit per bundle of resource” and
resource reputation score in the form of “number of complaints
against a resource” to evaluate resource desirability.

Domains choose desirable resources to form chains of ID
resources leading to destination domains in the form of path
vectors (iREX path vectors). iREX path vectors are similar
to those used in BGP, but with two differences. The first
difference is that instead of using minimum ID hops as an
evaluation metric, iREX path vectors use the current total
price per unit time. The total price per unit time for an ID
QoS policy to the destination is determined by adding up the
component prices of all the ID resources used in the iREX
path vector to that destination. The second difference is that
since iREX uses source routing, the iREX path vectors are
used only as hints, making total network convergence for an
iREX path vector unnecessary.

To sell transport services on an iREX resource, a provider
domain decides for each of its own iREX resource a minimum
price that the provider domain is willing to accept from other
domains to reserve the resource, and the maximum reservation
duration that it is willing to accept at that price. A provider
domain decides on the selling price for its resources based on
current market prices and the inherent risk of providing service
on that resource. Market prices are dependent on a resource’s
location in reference to other similar resources (supply) and
the distribution of resource consumers and their destinations
(demand) within the network topology. Risk is dependent on
the provider domain’s previous commitments on its resources
as domains are expected to use statistical multiplexing (i.e.
failure on previously negotiated QoS deployments due to
multiplexing collisions will be detrimental to the domain.)

After deciding on prices for its resources, a provider
domain incorporates these prices into the current cheapest
known iREX path vectors before advertising the path vectors
to its neighbors. All prices are public once advertised; the
public nature of these prices is necessary in iREX to provide
information about a resources’ desirability and demand. Every
price quoted by a provider domain is also accompanied by a
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price version code that identifies when the quote was made.
Additional security measures to promote non-repudiation and
authentication have been considered through the use of asym-
metric keys but is not covered here.

Domains receiving these advertisements evaluate and
filter the received iREX path vectors by first excluding those
that use resources with reputation scores worse than the
particular domain’s tolerance. Domains then select the path
vectors with the cheapest total price to their corresponding
destination domains.

After this filtering process, domains incorporate their
own resource prices into the selected paths for their next
advertisement. iREX advertisements are done in reaction to
a change in price information and also implements Hold
Time and MinRouteAdvertisementInterval timers [17] similar
to BGP to keep the minimum advertisement interval on the
scale of minutes.

By the repeated advertisement of known iREX path
vectors and the filtering of received advertisements, iREX path
vectors formed using the cheapest reputable ID QoS resources
propagate to all domains within the iREX market. As we will
see later in this section, forming path vectors with the cheapest
total price also translates into choosing path vectors that use
underutilized resources.

As mentioned earlier, each iREX provider domain has
to decide prices for its resources, and in Section III-E we
will show that determining optimal values for these resource
prices is an NP-hard optimization problem even when only
two providers exists in the network. This “hardness” stems
from the bi-level nature of determining optimal prices. Every
provider has to set and advertise prices on its own links, while
other domains filter the advertisements to select the cheapest
paths with respect to these set prices. Each provider must strike
the right balance between low prices that allow inclusion into
many iREX price vectors that will generate high reservation
volume but low revenue, and high prices which could also
result in low revenue because the provider’s resources may
only be included in a few iREX path vectors (or be excluded
entirely) due to being expensive. As noted in [19], bi-level
programs are generally non-convex and non-differentiable –
to all practical extent, intractable.

In light of this hardness result, we expect domains to
use heuristics for pricing their resources. Fig. 2 illustrates
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a simple pricing heuristic in the form of a price function.
The price function models a provider domain’s basic physical
constraints when allocating resources for trading in response to

the associated risks. When an iREX market deems a resource
desirable by increasing the price that it is willing to pay
for the resource, the demand curve for the resource moves
up the supply curve between the MinRisk and MaxRisk
points on the x axis. The provider domain of this desirable
resource will then respond by demanding a higher price for the
resource in compensation for the risks they are experiencing.
Less desirable resources will be underutilized and cheaper.

The iREX architecture assumes that domains will view
resources as an economic good, as is illustrated by the non-
decreasing supply curve in Fig. 2. An iREX domain that does
not conform to this assumption (i.e. views its resource as an
economic bad) will have non-increasing supply curves that
will at first increase the domain’s number of reservations as
the price of competing resources increase; but then when the
reservations cannot be fulfilled due to lack of resource, the
domain’s reputation will worsen and the iREX market will
exclude the domain. iREX’s reputation system will be covered
in Section II-D.

Domains wanting to leave an iREX market (e.g. dur-
ing busy or crisis periods) can transmit iREX “withdraw”
messages to its neighbors. Once withdrawn, a domain no
longer participates in propagating iREX path vectors. To rejoin
the iREX market, a domain has only to start advertising its
resources again.

The perpetuation of the iREX path vector as a means
of resource discovery is a key concept in iREX. This path
vector determines the information made available to consumer
domains about available resources and directly determines
which provider domains receive deployment revenues. Do-
mains participate in the perpetuation of iREX path vectors
through selfish self-interest to ensure that their own resources
remain in the path vector, and therefore in the iREX market.

iREX assumes that each different QoS traffic specifi-
cation, which may include a minimum available resource
duration, is standardized into its own resource commodity.
The QoS traffic specification will determine the metric used to
evaluate the commodity, and the minimum available resource
duration will determine a domain’s temporal policy deploy-
ment behavior (i.e. short, medium or long term) when using
that commodity. While this paper may use bandwidth as a
metric, any pre-agreed metric may be used for an iREX market
since only the price is advertised, and not the metric.

The use of commodity prices to represent information
about the scarcity of resources affords iREX the flexibility to
be applied to many QoS specifications. Multiple iREX markets
may independently exist, each specializing in a particular QoS
traffic specification and maintaining a set of iREX path vectors
formed using resources deemed to be most desirable for that
specification.

C. Buying: Resource Reservation

iREX consumer domains have total autonomy to de-
termine and manage their own ID QoS policy deployment
path(s). To buy transport services for deploying an ID QoS
policy using iREX, a source domain first identifies the entire
ID path and initiates negotiation with the domains along the
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identified path through reservation request signaling. Initiating
this reservation request implies a commitment to pay the price
that each resource provider along the identified ID path has
requested for the use of their advertised resource. Responding
positively to the initiated reservation request signal implies
an agreement by the provider of a resource to deploy network
support and actively participate to maintain the policy referred
to by the reservation request for the full duration of time that
the resources have been reserved.

A source domain primarily identifies an ID path by
referring to the current iREX path vector(s) to the destination
and selecting a path with an acceptable price. Secondarily, a
consumer domain may identify a path with an acceptable price
by either constructing a path from recent historical advertise-
ments or by initiating an iREX path request message to its
neighbors and selecting a path from the resulting information.
If a reservation is initiated using an iREX path vector with
stale information, iREX allows resource provider domains to
directly update the consumer domain with current information
during the reservation process – at which time a consumer
may reconsider its resource choices and deploy on another
ID path. A consumer domain may also choose to split his re-
quirement and deploy on multiple ID paths. Expiring deployed
reservations can be extended at the most current total real
resource price for the path. Since iREX domains makes greedy
(i.e. cheapest) deployment path decisions without knowing
about future deployments, iREX’s process for identifying a
deployment path can be abstracted as an online algorithm.

Resource prices quoted and advertised by provider do-
mains can fluctuate continuously leading to dynamics in the
iREX path vector, but a successful reservation request freezes
the reserved ID path and its associated prices for the duration
of the reservation. This “freezing” is necessary to avoid the
instability that may happen if successful reservations follow
the dynamics of the iREX path vector. Multiple ID QoS
policies using different paths may be concurrently deployed
for the same source destination pair depending on the iREX
path vector at the time of each policy’s reservation.

Within an iREX market, an ID QoS policy is uniquely
identified by the combination of the source domain’s Au-
tonomous System (AS) number and a unique deployment
code generated by the source domain. Provider domains will
associate each policy with a source domain selected ID path
and QoS specification. This allows iREX to have multiple
policies deployed at the same time, each using an independent
path between source and destination domain pairs. iREX
deployments for the same source destination domain pair may
use different paths depending on the iREX path vector at the
time of a policy’s deployment.

Fig. 3 illustrates how a source domain sends information
about a resource reservation to the destination domain in
iREX. The source domain supplies a unique deployment
code, destination, quantity reserved, reservation duration and
sufficient ID path information to the next hop domain so that
the reservation may be relayed along the source domain’s
chosen path. Each price that the source domain uses for the
reservation is accompanied by the price’s version code. Upon
receiving a reservation message, a provider domain retrieves
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Fig. 3: iREX Reservation Information Passing

its own price information and checks it for correctness; if
satisfied, the domain then checks on its resource availability.
Once the domain has ascertained that it is able to support the
reservation, it deletes its price information from the reservation
message and relays the resulting reservation message to the
next hop domain – this continues until the destination domain
is reached and an acknowledgment is sent in the reverse
direction, at which time the policy is installed. Fig. 4 illustrates
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Fig. 4: Example Reservation in the vBNS network topology

an example of iREX resource reservation signaling using the
Very High Performance Backbone Network Service (vBNS)
topology with each point of presence representing an ISP
domain. The source domain (Seattle) is trying to set up
ID QoS policy to Atlanta on the ID path Seattle �→ Den-
ver �→ Chicago �→ Cleveland �→ Perryman �→ Atlanta and
messages 1 and 2 are Reserve messages. When the Reserve
message arrives at Chicago, the reservation is supposed to
continue with Reserve messages 3a, 3b and 3c to Atlanta,
but Chicago has newer information than the source domain
and decides to suggest another route through Houston to the
source domain by sending Route Update message 3d instead.
In this case, source domain Seattle decides to accept Chicago’s
suggestion, resulting in Reserve Update messages 4 and 5
first informing Denver of the change in routing, and then
informing Chicago to use the suggested path to continue
the reservation, resulting in Reserve messages 6 and 7. The
ID QoS policy is then successfully deployed with Reserve
Ack messages 8, 9, 10, and 11, with resultant ID QoS path
Seattle �→ Denver �→ Chicago �→ Houston �→ Atlanta.
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In [11], our simulations have shown iREX’s worse case
reservation time for the vBNS topology to be about 500
milliseconds with the source and destination domains being
about 6,000 kilometers apart; the average total control packet
overhead for this simulation was 5 packets per successful
reservation including advertising packets.

Reservation signaling may fail due to many reasons
including changing network conditions and technical difficul-
ties experienced by domains. To mitigate these problems, all
reservations have a time-out mechanism where the consumer
domain sets a target time for reservation completion. Upon
reaching the target time without completing the reservation,
the consumer domain has the autonomy to decide on its course
of action, which could be to try a reservation on a different
path, or to retry the same path. Continued reservation failure
after multiple tries on the same path may lead to the consumer
domain complaining to the iREX reputation system. iREX’s
reputation system will be covered in the next (II-D) subsection.

Provider domains agreeing to support ID QoS policy
deployed with iREX actively maintain the deployed policy
and participate in its recovery from faults. Fault recovery is
achieved either by suggesting to reroute a failed deployment
through other available paths, or by signaling the fault to an
upstream neighboring domain (i.e. towards the direction of the
source domain) so that another intermediate domain involved
in the deployment may attempt a recovery. If an intermediate
domain decides that a recovery is possible, it will contact the
source directly to suggest an alternate route. Should a network
fault occur, a source domain will either receive a suggestion
to reroute or a fault signal, and can then make a decision on
recovering the policies affected.

Domains support the deployment of E2E ID QoS to
earn revenue, and maintain good quality service to maintain
un-tarnished reputations so that they are not blocked from
supplying the market.

D. Domain Conformance: Reputation Score

iREX uses a reputation system to evaluate an iREX
market’s cumulative perception of a resource’s ability to
conform to its service expectations. The reputation system
is intended only for the selfish self-preservation of an iREX
market. Resources may be non-conforming, fall into ill repute,
and then be excluded for a variety of reasons including simple
system failure or while experiencing a denial of service (DOS)
attack. The effect of each complaint expires with time, and we
expect domains to set this expiration time in the order of an
hour.

A reputation score is a tally of the current number of
unique complaints against a resource. Each iREX market
maintains a distributed and redundant database where member
domains affected by “bad” resource can register complaints.
Multiple complaints against a resource from the same domain
(i.e. non-unique) will only count as one complaint, but will
reset the specific complaint’s expiration timer. Each domain
has the autonomy to decide on a preference for a reputation
score threshold count, which if exceeded will cause the re-
source to be excluded from that domain’s outgoing iREX path

vector advertisements – thus precluding that resource from
selling any transport services. We expect domains to set their
threshold to be between 5 to 10 complaints. Domains also
have the autonomy to independently use other heuristics to
determine which resources to include in its iREX path vector
advertisements.

To find out where complaints will be sent and registered,
or where a reputation score request must be queried to, iREX
uses a well known function at each domain that, given the
two AS numbers that a resource connects, produces three AS
numbers where the complaint should be kept – this redundancy
makes it possible to use voting to minimize the effects of
tampering and collusion.

To complain about a bad resource, a domain first needs
to identify the offending resource. One approach to achieve
this is by deploying multiple test reservations to each domain
along the current cheapest path. Each reservation can then
be monitored on both the satisfactory completion of the
reservation signaling process and the “within specification”
metered performance of the deployed reservation. In [11], our
simulations have shown the reputation system to be about 70%
effective in avoiding the use of the bad resource within 3
minutes of a resource becoming unresponsive.

Domains support the maintenance of the reputation sys-
tem because a domain’s revenue depends on advertising good
resources.

E. Congestion Avoidance

Lower demand for an ID QoS resource will result in
an abundance of that resource, which is accompanied by a
lowering of the risk of impacting the domain’s current cus-
tomers. Additionally, lower demand results in lower revenue as
domains in the iREX market use cheaper alternative resources.
To increase revenue, the domain will seek to increase the
demand for its ID resources by lowering the price of its
resource.

Higher demand for an ID QoS resource will result in
resource scarcity, which is accompanied by the risk that a
domain’s current customers will receive decreased QoS and
complain, so the domain will seek to be compensated for
the increased risk by increasing the price of its ID resources.
Increasing the price also effectively decreases demand.

Lower prices accompany lower resource use, and higher
prices accompany higher resource use, therefore choosing rep-
utable resources that are cheaper translates directly to choosing
conforming resources that are less congested. In this manner,
economics and reputation are used to dynamically change
iREX path vectors to include the cheapest reputable resources,
which also translates into the least congested conforming
resources.

F. iREX Data Plane Requirements

iREX uses economics to automate E2E ID QoS policy on
the management and control planes, imposing three require-
ments on the data plane of each participating ISP’s domain:

(i) flow identification to support each iREX reservation
deployment,
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(ii) measurable (metered) QoS differentiation of flows to
support an iREX market’s service level assumption, and

(iii) reconfigurable ad-hoc routing for flows to a next hop
domain to support iREX’s ad-hoc reservations using
consumer domain selected ID paths. Note that flows to
the same destination domain may have different next
hop domains.
We note that the current Internet does not yet fully

support these requirements. Work on these issues is the subject
of current research and not covered in this paper.

III. BOUNDING THE EFFICIENCY LOSS OF iREX

As noted in the Section II-C, the iREX architecture can
be interpreted as an online routing algorithm, which routes
every demand along the currently cheapest (shortest) path.
That is, iREX solves a min-cost flow problem for every
demand without considering future demands. Our goal is to
investigate the efficiency of iREX with respect to (1) monetary
cost and (2) network congestion. In the first variant, we
compare the solution of iREX to an offline solution with
minimum total cost. In the second variant, we compare the
solution of iREX to an offline solution with minimum network
congestion. In particular, for the second variant, we discuss
and characterize the conditions on price functions leading
to an efficient routing. Note that for obtaining an offline
optimum, all demands have to be known a priori. This type of
efficiency analysis is called competitive analysis coming from
the online optimization field; see Borodin and El-Yaniv [20]
for an overview of this concept.

To keep the mathematical analysis tractable, we make
several simplifying assumptions. We consider a sequence of
non-expiring demands that are released one after another and
have to be routed in an online fashion: by the time demand
i has to be routed, no information about future demands is
available. Furthermore, we assume fixed non-decreasing price
functions and assume that capacity constraints on the network
links are inactive for any routing decision of the demands.
Even though the assumption of fixed price functions may
appear quite restrictive, we show in Section III-E that the
problem of determining optimal prices for a resource provider
is NP-hard.

A. Network Model

We use standard notation for the considered online mul-
ticommodity routing problem, see also Harks et al. [21]. An
instance of the Unsplittable Online multi-commodity Routing
Problem (ONLINEUMCRP) consists of a directed network
D = (V, A) and continuous and non-decreasing price func-
tions pa : R+ → R+ for each link a ∈ A. Every node
v ∈ V (or a partition Wi ⊆ V, i = 1, . . . , n) represents
a provider domain. The price functions define the price of
reserving capacity on a link depending on the current load.
Furthermore, a sequence σ = 1, . . . , K of commodities must
be routed one after the other. We assume that K ≥ 2 and
denote the set of commodities by [K] := {1, . . . , K}. Each
commodity k ∈ [K] has a demand dk > 0 that has to be
routed from a source sk ∈ V to a destination tk ∈ V . When

we speak of a sequence σ = 1, . . . , K of commodities, we
refer to the full specification (d1, s1, t1), . . . , (dK , sK , tK).

The routing decision for commodity k is online, that is,
it only depends on the routings of commodities 1, . . . , k − 1.
Once a commodity has been routed it remains unchanged, thus
modeling iREX’s behavior of “freezing” the reserved ID path
as mentioned in subsection II-C.

A routing assignment, or flow, for commodity k ∈ [K]
is a nonnegative vector f k ∈ {0, dk}A, where every entry f k

a

describes the load of commodity k on link a. This flow is
feasible if for all v ∈ V∑

a∈δ+(v)

fk
a −

∑
a∈δ−(v)

fk
a = γ(v), (1)

where δ+(v) and δ−(v) are the links leaving and entering v,
respectively; furthermore, γk(v) = dk if v = sk, γk(v) = −dk

if v = tk, and γk(v) = 0 otherwise. We say that (f 1, . . . , fK)
form a multi-commodity flow. Note that the condition f k

a ∈
{0, dk} accounts for an unsplittable routing. We define Fk

with k ∈ [K] to be the set of vectors (f 1, . . . , fk) such
that f i is a feasible flow for commodity i = 1, . . . , k.
If (f 1, . . . , fk) ∈ Fk, we say that it is feasible for commodi-
ties 1, . . . , k. The entire flow for the sequence 1, . . . , K of
commodities is denoted by f = (f 1, . . . , fK). The aggregated
flow on link a is defined as fa :=

∑
k∈[K] f

k
a .

The cost for routing demand dk is defined as

Ck(fk; f1, . . . , fk−1) :=
∑
a∈A

pa

( k∑
i=1

f i
a

)
fk

a . (2)

In this context, we will sometimes write Ck(fk) to stress
the fact that we consider f 1

a , . . . , fk−1
a as fixed. We assume

that once the demand dk is routed, the prices along the used
path are updated. As a result, future demands will possibly be
routed over different cheaper paths, balancing the load.

The total cost of a flow f ∈ FK is given by

C(f ) =
K∑

k=1

Ck(fk; f1, . . . , fk−1).

A feasible flow x∗ ∈ FK that minimizes C(f ) is called the
offline optimum. In order to compute the offline optimum, the
entire demand sequence has to be known a priori. According
to the iREX architecture each demand is routed selfishly along
the cheapest path without taking future demands into account.
Hence, given a feasible flow f 1, . . . , fk−1 ∈ Fk−1, the
flow fk for the kth commodity is determined by the solution
of the following program:

min
fk≥0

Ck(fk), (3)

subject to the canonical flow constraints (1). The above
problem can be computed in polynomial time since it can
be reduced to a shortest path problem, see [22]. We denote
the greedy online algorithm, which solves problem (3) upon
arrival of commodity k by iREX.
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B. Characterizing the Online Algorithm iREX

In the following, we characterize iREX in terms of
its optimality condition for choosing the cheapest path. This
inequality captures necessary and sufficient optimality condi-
tions of problem (3).

Lemma 3.1: Let x ∈ FK be any feasible flow. A flow
f = (f1, . . . , fK) is generated by iREX if and only if for all
k ∈ [K] the following condition is satisfied:

∑
a∈A

pa

( k∑
i=1

f i
a

)
fk

a ≤
∑
a∈A

pa

( k−1∑
i=1

f i
a + xk

a

)
xk

a. (4)

This inequality stresses the fact that iREX produces a flow
fk for demand k with less cost Ck(fk) compared to any
other feasible flow xk, given previous routings f 1, . . . , fk−1

of iREX.

Remark 1: The above Lemma also holds if we replace
the unsplittable flows f and x with a splittable flows f ′ and x′

such that f ′ is a feasible splittable flow minimizing Ck(fk)
and x′ is an arbitrary feasible splittable flow.

Summing inequality (4) over k ∈ [K] yields

∑
k∈[K]

∑
a∈A

pa

( k∑
i=1

f i
a

)
fk

a ≤
∑

k∈[K]

∑
a∈A

pa

( k−1∑
i=1

f i
a + xk

a

)
xk

a.

Using an instance presented in Harks et al. [21], it can be
shown that if the offline optimum can split the flow, no
unsplittable online algorithm is competitive, even for linear
price functions.

C. Efficiency Loss–Competitive Analysis

For a given sequence of commodities σ = 1, . . . , K and a
solution f produced by an online algorithm ALG, we denote by
ALG(σ) = C(f ) its cost. The online algorithm ALG is called
(strictly) c-competitive, if the cost of ALG is never larger than c
times the cost of an optimal offline solution. The competitive
ratio of ALG is the infimum over all c ≥ 1 such that ALG

is c-competitive, see for instance Borodin and El-Yaniv [20]
and Fiat and Woeginger [23]. We make use of the following
identity:

(fa)2 =
K∑

k=1

K∑
i=1

f i
a fk

a = 2
K∑

k=1

k∑
i=1

f i
a fk

a −
K∑

k=1

(fk
a )2. (5)

Theorem 3.2: Let the price functions pa(z) = qa z +
ra, qa, ra ≥ 0 be affine linear for all a ∈ A. Then,
the competitive ratio of the online algorithm iREX for the
ONLINEUMCRP is bounded by 8 K

2 K+1 , where K denotes the
number of commodities. Furthermore, for K ∈ N ∪ {∞},
iREX is 4-competitive.

Proof: We start with the cost of the flow f produced by
iREX.

C(f) =
∑

k∈[K]

∑
a∈A

qa

( k∑
i=1

f i
a

)
fk

a + ra fk
a

≤
∑
a∈A

∑
k∈[K]

qa

( k−1∑
i=1

f i
a + xk

a

)
xk

a + ra xk
a (6)

≤
∑
a∈A

qa fa xa +
∑

k∈[K]

qa xk
a xk

a + ra xk
a.

Inequality (6) follows from Lemma 3.1 and the last inequality
follows since price functions are non-decreasing. Next, we add
and subtract

∑
a∈A qa x2

a, which yields

C(f ) ≤
∑
a∈A

qa

(
fa − xa)xa + qax2

a +
∑

k∈[K]

qaxk
axk

a + raxk
a.

The first expression in the sum can be bounded by qa

4 f2
a ,

because qa

(
1
2fa − xa

)2 ≥ 0:

C(f) ≤
∑
a∈A

1
4

qa f2
a + qa x2

a +
∑

k∈[K]

qa xk
a xk

a + ra xk
a.

Using equation (5), we can write

C(f ) ≤
∑
a∈A

K∑
k=1

k∑
i=1

1
2

qa f i
afk

a−
1
4
qa(fk

a )2+2 qa xi
a xk

a+ra xk
a.

To bound the term
∑

k∈[K]
1
4 qa(fk

a )2 from below, we use the
inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz as follows:

〈fa,�〉2 ≤ ‖fa‖2 · ‖�‖2 ⇔ 1
K

( K∑
k=1

fk
a

)2

≤
K∑

k=1

(fk
a )2,

where � is the vector of all ones and f a := (f1
a , . . . , fK

a ).
Then, adding

∑
a∈A

(
1
2 fa − 1

4 K fa + xa

)
ra ≥ 0 yields:

C(f ) ≤ 1
2

C(f ) − 1
4 K

C(f ) + 2 C(x).

Rewriting and taking x as the optimal offline solution proves
the first claim. Taking the limit K → ∞ proves the second
claim.

The above theorem establishes the first constant factor bound
for the unsplittable online multi-commodity routing problems
with affine linear price functions.

Remark 2: Since Lemma 3.1 also holds for the splittable
variant of iREX (see Remark 1) the competitive ratio of the
online algorithm iREX with splittable flow is also bounded
by 8 K

2 K+1 , where K denotes the number of commodities.
Furthermore, for K ∈ N ∪ {∞}, iREX is 4-competitive in
this case.

The above theorem shows that iREX routing strategy for
deploying E2E ID QoS is provably efficient in terms of
monetary deployment cost. In the following, we investigate
the implications of this result on an alternative performance
metric – network congestion.
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D. Implications for Network Congestion

Besides monetary cost, network congestion is also an
important metric for E2E ID QoS deployment as suggested
by Yahaya and Suda [10], [11]. Our goal in this section is
to investigate conditions on price functions, under which the
efficiency loss of iREX with respect to network congestion
is bounded. We will first introduce network congestion mod-
els and then characterize such conditions, which induce an
efficient network load distribution of the iREX architecture.

Congestion in transportation networks is usually modeled
by non-decreasing congestion functions �a for each arc a ∈ A.
These functions are typically nonlinear, positive, and strictly
increasing with flow, see Patriksson [24] and Fortz and Tho-
rup [25]. In practical applications, the most frequently used
functions are polynomials, whose degrees and coefficients are
determined from real-world data through statistical evaluation
methods. The total congestion cost for a flow f is defined as
Φ(f ) =

∑
a∈A �a(fa) fa. The idea is that it will be cheap

to send traffic over an underutilized arc, but as the load on
the arc increases the cost for this arc will grow superlinearly
– penalizing high congestion. Hence, minimizing convex load
dependent cost functions are well suited to balance the load in
a network, see also Fortz and Thorup [25]. An unsplittable flow
that minimizes congestion in a network solves the following
optimization problem:

(P ) min Φ(f ),

subject to the standard flow constraints. We denote the split-
table variant by SP . A similar congestion metric, which is
used for load balancing problems in the context of machine
scheduling is the Lp-norm of the vector of the link states,
see Awerbuch et al. [26]. An unsplittable (splittable) flow that
minimizes the Lp-norm (p ∈ N) of the link loads solves

(Lp) min Lp(f) =
( ∑

a∈A

(fa)p
)1/p

.

Here, we denote by SLp the splittable variant. An important
special case of the Lp-norm is the case, where p → ∞. In this
case, the problem of minimizing the L∞-norm corresponds to
minimizing the most congested arc:

(L∞) min L∞(f ) = max
a∈A

fa,

Again, we denote the splittable variant by SL∞. It is well
known that unsplittable multicommodity flow problems with
convex objectives are NP-hard as shown by Kleinberg in [27].
Since the splittable variants SP and SLp have a convex
objective and linear constraints, a global optimum exists and
can be computed with arbitrary precision in polynomial time,
see Grötschel, Lovasz and Schrijver [22]. If SP and SLp have
a strictly convex objective, the global optimum is also unique.

Before we characterize efficient price functions with
respect to a given congestion metric, we start with a simple
example demonstrating the relationship between congestion
efficiency and cost efficiency.

Example 1: We are given a network consisting of two
nodes connected by two parallel links. Price functions on both
links are constant, 1 on the lower and 1− ε on the upper arc,

respectively. Hence, w.l.o.g. iREX routes every demand that
is released along the upper link. Note that there is no incentive
to distribute the traffic since prices remain constant, while the
cheapest arc is the upper. Hence, for latency functions �(x) =
x on both links the ratio Φ(f )/Φ(f ∗), where f ∗ is the offline
optimum, can be made arbitrarily large. Thus, in contrast to
the total cost of a solution produced by iREX, there exist
instances with affine price and affine latency functions, where
the efficiency loss of iREX with respect to network congestion
is unbounded.

In light of this negative example, we characterize re-
stricted sets of price functions, which are provably efficient
with respect to a given congestion metric.

Theorem 3.3: Given affine congestion functions �a(z) =
qa z + ra, where qa ≥ 0, ra ≥ 0, a ∈ A. If pa(z) =
�a(z), ∀a ∈ A, then, the competitive ratio of the online
algorithm iREX with respect to Φ(f) is bounded by 16 K

2 K+1 ,
where K denotes the number of commodities. Furthermore,
for K ∈ N ∪ {∞}, iREX is 8-competitive.

Proof: First, we use (5), which implies:

Φ(h) ≤ 2 C(h) ≤ 2Φ(h), (7)

for arbitrary flows h. Then, the following set of inequalities
is valid:

Φ(f) ≤ 2 C(f) ≤ 2
8 K

2 K + 1
C(x∗) ≤ 16 K

2 K + 1
Φ(x∗),

where x∗ denotes the offline optimal flow minimizing Φ(·).
The first inequality follows from (7). The second inequality
follows from the bound in Theorem 3.2, which also holds
for x∗ as a feasible flow. The last inequality follows again
from (7).

Corollary 3.4: If the used price functions are given by
pa(x) = x, a ∈ A then, the competitive ratio of the online

algorithm iREX for the L2-norm is bounded by
√

16 K
2 K+1 ,

where K denotes the number of commodities. Furthermore,
for K ∈ N ∪ {∞}, iREX is

√
8-competitive.

Proof: We consider latency functions �a(z) = z, a ∈ A.
Then, we have

L2(f) =
√

Φ(f ) ≤
√

16 K

2 K + 1
Φ(x∗) = L2(x∗),

where the first inequality follows from Theorem 3.3. The last
equality follows from the monotonicity of the root.

Remark 3: The results of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4
also hold for the splittable variant of iREX.

The above results characterize conditions on price func-
tions that are sufficient to achieve an efficient resource alloca-
tion with respect to network congestion. In practice, however,
iREX allows resource providers the autonomy to choose their
private price functions according to selfish profit maximizing
interests. Natural question then are: (i) can we efficiently
calculate optimal prices? (ii) what is the effect on network
congestion, if price functions are based on private choices and
do not satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.3?

In the following section (III-E), we answer the first ques-
tion in terms of the complexity of the underlying optimization
problem. And in Section IV we try to answer the second
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question empirically by simulating the iREX architecture
for a large set of price functions (linear, squared, cubic, or
chosen randomly), which are not necessarily related to a given
congestion metric. For an analytical answer to the second
question, we point the reader to recent work by Harks et
al. [28], which builds upon this paper and studies a more
general setting including general price functions.

E. The Complexity of Optimal Pricing

In this section, we briefly discuss the complexity of
determining optimal prices for resource sellers. Instead of fixed
price functions pa(x) for every link a ∈ A, we assume that
providers determine individual prices pa so as to maximize
their individual profit.

We are given a set of [n] = {1, . . . , n} providers, each
of them owning a subset Ai of resources. These subsets are
mutually disjoint and satisfy ∪i∈[n]Ai = A. We denote by
p ∈ R

|A| the vector of all prices, and by pi ∈ R
|Ai| the vector

of link prices set by provider i on the links A i that this provider
owns. Furthermore, p−i ∈ R

|A| denotes the vector of prices
except for prices pa, a ∈ Ai. Suppose, we are given a single
ID QoS request (d, s, t) starting from node s, ending at node
t, and having a demand request of size d. For a price vector
p, we introduce z(p) ∈ {0, 1}|A| and write z(p) ∈ S(p) if and
only if za(p) = 1 when link a is contained in the cheapest
path for demand d, and za(p) = 0 otherwise. If the cheapest
path is not unique, ties are broken arbitrarily. The payoff for
provider i is defined as P i(pi; p−i) :=

∑
a∈Ai

pa za(p) d with
z(p) ∈ S(p). For fixed prices p−i of other provider domains,
the best pricing strategy for provider i is to solve the following
optimization problem:

max
pi≥0

P i(pi; p−i), s.t.: z(p) ∈ S(p). (8)

The challenge of this problem is that a provider must strike the
right balance between low prices, which generate low revenue,
and high prices, which could also result in low revenue as
the demand would follow a cheaper path (i.e. za(p) = 0 for
a ∈ Ai) as is also explained in Section II-B. In the following,
we show that this optimization problem is strongly NP-hard,
even when only two providers own the network resources. Our
proof uses a reduction of the MAXTOLL problem to a special
case of our problem. Note that MAXTOLL is known to be
strongly NP-hard, see Roch et al. [19].

Theorem 3.5: Problem (8) is strongly NP-hard, even for
the case of two resource providers.

Proof: An instance of MAXTOLL consists of a partition
of the arcs A of a directed graph D = (V, A) into two sets A1∪
A2 = A. The arcs of the first set A1 have fixed nonnegative
costs p1 = (pa)a∈A1 , while the arcs of the second set A2 can
be priced with nonnegative tolls p2 = (pa)a∈A2 . We are given
a single commodity (1, s, t) with a demand of size 1 that has
to be routed from s to t along the cheapest path with respect to
the fixed costs p1 and tolls p2. The (MAXTOLL) problem is to
find a toll vector p2 maximizing the raised profit P 2(p2; p−2)
subject to z(p) ∈ S(p). The constraint z(p) ∈ S(p) ensures
that the demand is routed along the shortest (cheapest) paths
with respect to p = p1 ∪ p2.

The preceding discussion shows that MAXTOLL is a
special case of problem (8) when we set n = 2, d = 1, and
i = 2. Thus, using that MAXTOLL is strongly NP-hard, the
claim follows directly.
This hardness result supports our assumption in Section II-B
that resource providers will rely on heuristics (e.g. fixed price
functions) to price their resources. Another implication of the
above result concerns a game theoretic model of the pricing
problem. For a given demand, we can define a non-cooperative
pricing game, where the resource providers set prices so as to
maximize their individual profit. Theorem 3.5 establishes the
hardness of determining a pure strategy for every provider.

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF iREX

In the previous sections, we introduced the framework
ONLINEUMCRP in order to analyze the efficiency of online
multi-commodity routing strategies for networks with given
non-decreasing price functions. In particular, we made sev-
eral simplifying assumptions (demands persist forever, no arc
capacities) for our analytical study. Additionally, the derived
analytical results are based on competitive analysis coming
from the classical toolbox of the online optimization field.
It is inherent to this concept that the competitive ratio of an
online algorithm holds for every instance. However, worst-case
instances may be very rare or even impossible to construct in
practice.

Therefore, we present in the following a numerical anal-
ysis with more realistic settings so as to assess the efficiency
of the routing strategies in practical environments. In partic-
ular, we present the numerical analysis under the following
assumptions:

(i) we consider the vBNS network topology illustrated by
Fig. 4 with each point of presence representing an ISP
domain,

(ii) within the vBNS topology, ISP domains are connected to
its neighbors with optical fiber links of finite capacity
equivalent to an OC48 and the length of each link is
calculated to be the actual beeline distance between the
cities,

(iii) traffic demands are generated over time stochastically
based on a simple Poisson arrival model with parameters
derived from a M/M/∞ analysis, and

(iv) deployed demands expire over time.
The vBNS topology was chosen because it is small enough for
us to get useful data, and also represents many structures found
at the core of inter-domain power law networks – where ISPs
connect to each other. We expect that iREX’s performance
gain, in comparison to other methods, to be proportional to
the number of neighbors connected to an iREX domain.

In the remainder of this section, we empirically quan-
tify the efficiency loss of a greedy online routing algorithm
modeling the iREX architecture.

A. Online Routing with Expiration

As in the previous sections, we consider a set [K] :=
{1, . . . , K} of source-destination pairs that represent the inter-
domain reservation requests (demands). For each k ∈ [K],
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a demand of dk must be routed from the source sk to the
destination tk. Without loss of generality, we assume that all
demands have the same normalized bundle size. A demand
value that is larger than this bundle size can be represented by
several demands of this bundle size. We introduce a starting
time τk that specifies the time commodity k is revealed to
the system. Furthermore, every demand k has a duration time
Ek. Without loss of generality, we assume the time points
are ordered τ1 < · · · < τK . We define [K(τ)] ⊆ [K] to be
the subset of commodities that are active at time τ . Formally,
the set is defined as [K(τ)] := {i ∈ [K] | τ ∈ [τi, τi + Ei]} .
The resource links a ∈ A of the network are equipped with
finite resource capacities c = (ca, a ∈ A). iREX routes
every commodity k ∈ [K] that is released at time τk along
the cheapest available path. This is equivalent to solving the
following linear min-cost flow problem:

min
∑
a∈A

pa

( ∑
i∈[K(τk)]

f i
a

)
fk

a

subject to the standard flow constraints for single path routing
and capacity constraints

∑
i∈[K(τk)] f

i
a ≤ ca.

B. The Offline Optimum

Since the total traffic load varies over time, we evaluate
the efficiency of the iREX architecture at different time points
τ . Our measure of efficiency is again based on competitive
analysis coming from online optimization. We will present two
variants of an offline optimum, where we consider both, the
unsplittable (single path) offline optimum and the splittable
(multi-path) offline optimum. In both variants, we minimize
network congestion for commodities k ∈ [K(τ)] as defined by
the problems P , SP and L∞, SL∞, respectively. Note that for
both problems, we have additional capacity constraints. When
we speak of the P and L∞ metric, our reference solution is
the offline optimum for problem P and L∞, respectively.

The following trivial bounds characterize the relation
between a solution produced by iREX and the unsplittable
(splittable) offline optimum for P :

Proposition 4.1: Let f = (f k, k ∈ [K(τ)]) be a feasible
flow that is produced by the solutions of problem iREX τ

at time τ . Let h and g be optimal flows of P and SP ,
respectively. Then, the following inequalities are satisfied:

Φ(g) ≤ Φ(h) ≤ Φ(f ). (9)

Proof: Each flow f k routes the demand dk on a single
path. Hence, f is feasible for problem P , i.e., Φ(h) ≤ Φ(f).
Furthermore, h is a feasible flow for SP . Therefore, Φ(g) ≤
Φ(h).
To evaluate the performance of the solutions of iREX τk

,
we numerically solve P and SP , which provides us with
the lower bounds Φ(g) ≤ Φ(h) ≤ Φ(f ). Furthermore, we
can empirically quantify the gain of the fractional routing
compared to the unsplittable variant.

We have a similar relationship for the Lp metric:
Proposition 4.2: Let f = (f k, k ∈ [K(τ)]) be a flow

produced by the solutions of iREX τ at time τ . Let h and

g be optimal flows of Lp and (SLp), respectively. Then, the
following inequalities are satisfied:

Lp(g) ≤ Lp(h) ≤ Lp(f ). (10)

Here problem SLp is the splittable variant of problem Lp.

C. The Simulator

The iREX simulator (available at [29]) implements a
simplified BGP protocol, the iREX protocols and the SLA
framework. The simulator performs packet level simulation
for control packets used for iREX and BGP signaling, and
flow level simulation for the deployment of flows with QoS
constraints.

We simulated three iREX simulation sub-configurations
based on the type of heuristic (price function) used by domains
to price their resources. The linear sub-configuration prices
resources uniformly according to the affine linear function
p(z) = a0 + a1 z. The squared sub-configuration prices
resources uniformly according to the squared polynomial
pa(z) = a0 z + a1 z + a2 z2. The random sub-configuration
randomly assigns each domain one of three price functions –
linear, squared or cubed (p(z) = a0 z + a1 z + a2 z2 + a3 z3).
All coefficients ai are assumed to be nonnegative and are
randomly assigned.

Inter-domain reservation requirements within the simu-
lator are viewed as bundles of traffic sized 0.1% of line speed
(about 2.4mb/sec) with a 5 minute average reservation duration
(Ek). The traffic load (total projected bandwidth usage) is
determined according to a percentage of each domain’s actual
total egress capacity in the topology from 40% to 100% in
4% steps. We chose this traffic range to simulate nominal to
heavy traffic loads.

D. Metrics

We present efficiency results using two metrics, the
efficiency loss compared to solutions of P and SP , and
compared to solutions of L∞ and SL∞. These results are
from 4 simulation runs for the linear and squared sub-
configurations, and 16 runs for the random sub-configurations,
with individual runs having approximately 500,000 simulated
reservations. To compare the simulation results with the lower
bounds derived from solving P , SP , and L∞ and SL∞, we
evaluated congestion for a simulated flow f by evaluating
Φ(f) and L∞(f) at time points τ . For the evaluation of Φ(f ),
we used linear latency functions. For all graphs, we define
efficiency loss to be the percentage difference between the
network congestion of the iREX architecture simulation results
and the computed optimal solutions as defined by the problems
P , SP and L∞, SL∞. That is, if the iREX architecture
produces a flow f , and the optimal flow for problem P is
denoted by f ∗, the efficiency loss with respect to P is defined
as:

Efficiency loss = Φ(f)−Φ(f∗)
Φ(f∗) × 100.

We show the numerical results in reference to the multiple
(splittable flow) and single (unsplittable flow) path solutions.
Each graph in this section has two curves, which show the
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efficiency loss with respect to a solution that uses splittable
flow, and one that only uses a unsplittable flow. The simple
average of the difference between the two curves is also
included. While the single path routing describes the iREX
architecture, the multi-path solution is an absolute reference
bound for all possible methods (including future multi-path
iREX architecture improvements).

E. Mathematical Solutions

To efficiently compute solutions for all problems of type
P, SP , and L∞, SL∞ we used CPLEX 10.0, that is equipped
with Linear (LP), Quadratic (QP), Mixed Integer Problem
(MIP), and Quadratic Integer (QIP) solvers. For modeling
purposes, we used the ZIMPL modeling language, see Koch
[30]. In total, more than 2600 problems of type SP , and
SL∞ are solved to optimality. We solved the problems P , L∞
involving integer constraints within 1% of optimality. Average
running time on a Pentium 4 (3GHz) for the problem type
SP, SL∞ was about 1 second and for problem types P, L∞
about 30 seconds.

F. Simulation Results

Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) show the efficiency loss to P
and SP for iREX using the squared, linear, and random price
functions respectively under varying traffic load. The worst
case (random) efficiency loss to the single path P metric is
about 20%, and the “best” worse case among the three sub-
configurations is about 17% (linear).

We observe that throughout the traffic loads, the squared
sub-configuration (Fig. 5(a)) performs better than the lin-
ear (Fig. 5(b)), and random (Fig. 5(c)) sub-configurations.
Price functions determine the speed and aggressiveness of
a domain’s response to a market situation, and the “faster”
squared price function allows for faster use of alternative
paths, thereby making the squared sub-configuration perform
better. To further expose this behavior, we refer to the squared
(Fig. 5(a)) sub-configuration’s smaller distance to the optimal
solution (i.e. x axis) in comparison to the linear (Fig. 5(b)) at
traffic loads 60%, 72% and 88%.

The random (Fig. 5(c)) sub-configuration, which we
feel is the most realistic scenario, performed worse than the
domains in the uniform price function sub-configurations.
This may be caused by this sub-configuration allowing for
more response differences by allowing for a multitude of
domain price function choices. We note however that the worse
efficiency loss difference between the random and the best
(squared) sub-configuration is about 10%.

We also observe that iREX’s efficiency loss to the single
path metric P is consistently scaled lower than its efficiency
loss to the multi path (splittable-flow) metric SP with the
difference averaging between 4.52% to 4.61%.

In all cases, efficiency loss decreases with increased
traffic load, this is because as traffic load increases, the search
space for “good” ID paths decrease.

In contrast to the iREX method results, the SLA method
exhibits a minimum efficiency loss of 100% which increased
to a maximum of 340% with respect to P as seen in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: SLA Efficiency loss with respect to P and SP .

The constant increase in efficiency loss is due to the static
nature of this method.

Fig. 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) show the efficiency loss to L∞
and SL∞ for iREX using the squared, linear, and random
price functions respectively under varying traffic load. The
worst case efficiency loss to the single path L∞ metric is about
48% for all the three sub-configurations. The differences in the
sub-configurations are small due to the nature of the metric
that tabulates only the most congested of links.

We again observe that iREX’s efficiency loss to the single
path metric L∞ is consistently scaled lower than its efficiency
loss to the multi-path (splittable-flow) metric SL∞ with the
difference between L∞ and SL∞ averaging between 8.38%
to 8.42%. And again we see that efficiency loss decreases with
increased traffic load due to the decreasing search space for
“good” ID paths.
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The SLA method stays at about 72% efficiency loss
across the same traffic load ranges as seen in Fig. 8. This
efficiency loss does not increase because usage on the most
congested link has reached maximum capacity.

V. RELATED WORK

Applying economics and the concept of pricing within
networking has been studied in Mackie-Mason et al. in [31]
and [32], Yang in [33], and Shenker et al. in [34] but work in
ID policy within an economic environment has been sparse.
Fankhauser et al. [35] proposed an economics based SLA
trading system, Koistenen et al. [36] proposed a protocol for
peers to negotiate prices and Wang et al. proposed RNAP [37],
but in these systems, policy deployment is done bilaterally
among neighboring peers whereas in iREX, the source domain
deploys policy bilaterally with all domains involved in the
deployment. Inter-AS pricing has been proposed by Mortier
et al. in [38], but this method only uses pricing between AS
to simplify the gauging of congestion and does not deploy E2E
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Fig. 7: iREX Efficiency loss with respect to L∞ and SL∞.

QoS policy. He and Walrand studied the interactions of service
providers under a pricing rule in which revenues are shared
fairly [39]. Ebata et al. proposed a system for ID provisioning
and accounting in [40], but they focus on the dissemination of
information about services available, whereas iREX focuses
on providing information about the desirability of available
ID transport services. Bandwidth Brokers [1]–[4] address
some of the same issues as iREX, but iREX promotes direct
bilateral relationships between the consumer domain and all
provider domains to facilitate economic incentives. Choice in
ID paths has been commercially offered by Internap [41] and
Avaya [42], but these are just a start – iREX would offer more
than just a choice of the first hop ISP. Bandwidth switching
exchanges like Tradingcom Europe [43] and Enron Broadband
Services [44] (currently in the midst of restructuring) are
centralized services that operate similar to stock exchanges
where ISPs trade excess capacity – iREX is a fully distributed
architecture that can be used for similar purposes, but without
the use of any centralized entity.

Work on the efficiency of routing problems have been
extensively studied using game theoretic concepts, cf. Cor-
rea [45] and Roughgarden [46], [47], and references there in.
However, the characterization of a Nash equilibrium is not
applicable to our problem setting. In iREX, once a routing
decision has been made this routing remains unchanged,
that is, the routing is irrevocable. For the duration of this
deployment all succeeding demands pay increased cost. In the
concept of a Nash equilibrium, if a new demand is released, all
demands are possibly rerouted according to the selfish interest
of travel time minimization. Harks et al. study the problem of

routing commodities online [21]. In contrast to our work, they
focus on splittable routings and prove upper bounds on the
competitive ratio of a greedy online algorithm and a different
cost function.

Initial work on iREX was previously published by
Yahaya and Suda in [10], work defining the iREX architecture
was previously published by Yahaya and Suda in [11], prelimi-
nary work exploring iREX efficiency was previously published
by Yahaya, Harks and Suda in [12], and work suggesting a
multi-path extension to iREX was previously published by
Yahaya and Suda in [48].

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

We have presented two methods that explore iREX as
an architecture that efficiently automates the deployment of
ID QoS policy. Using the analytical methodology outlined in
Section III, for general networks and non-expiring demands we
have shown that the worst case cost efficiency loss is bounded
by a factor of 8 K

2 K+1 , where K is the number of deployments,
provided affine linear price functions are used. Furthermore,
we characterized classes of price functions that are prov-
ably efficient with respect to network congestion. Using the
numerical analysis methodology outlined in Section IV, we
evaluated iREX with respect to two types of derived reference
solutions. Our numerical results have shown that even when
disadvantaged by doing reservations sequentially in time and
not splitting demands, at nominal to heavy traffic loads of
40% or more where efficiency is most important, the iREX
architecture still exhibits a low worse case efficiency loss of
about 20% with respect to the single path P reference solution.
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These results let us conjecture that iREX performs well in
arbitrary environments.

We believe that research into autonomic systems dealing
with non-technical issues such as ownership and trust to
solve the human aspect of Internet management problems is
important and we see iREX as the first step in this direction.
Our future work will be to continue to prove iREX’s merits by
investigating the architecture from the standpoint of economics
theory and further simulations, and to build iREX into a
real system by addressing issues raised by iREX’s data plane
requirements outlined in subsection II-F.

Finally, we close with a comment on the research area in
which iREX resides. In our analysis contained in this paper,
we simplified the competition within the market by assuming
fixed price functions defining the price for a unit resource.
In practice, resource providers determine prices depending on
the current market situation and their position with respect
to the network topology. If the provider domain’s link is
a bottleneck, the demand would become somewhat inelastic
leading to a monopolistic situation. For a fully connected
network (i.e. perfect competition in the network), the demand
is at a minimum when the offered price is above the current
market price and at maximum when below. The infrastructure
of the Internet today is more related to an oligopolistic
market where the network is not fully connected. We are only
aware of few works on this complex topic. Acemoglu and
Ozdaglar [49] studied the competition of service providers for
very simple network topologies such as parallel links or serial
links. However, the outcome of competition between service
providers for general network topologies, where demand is
elastic remains tantalizingly open.
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